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From striking desert sunsets to misty mountains to fields of gorgeous wildflowers, Kolbie
Blume’s projects help you learn basic watercolor skills and techniques with the added bonus
of resulting in beautiful paintings worthy of prominent display in your home. Each chapter
teaches progressively more advanced techniques and subjects, allowing you to build upon
your skills as you work through the projects. The final paintings Kolbie teaches show you how
to combine all the skills you’ve developed in a variety of unique, exciting ways—the sky’s the
limit! With all the tips, tricks and techniques you need to dive into watercolor painting, this
collection of brilliant watercolor projects is the perfect guide for the beginner painter and any
artist looking to improve their landscape skills.

No-Fail Watercolor
Published to accompany the 1994 exhibition at The Museum of Modern Art, New York, this
book constitutes the most extensive survey of modern illustrated books to be offered in many
years. Work by artists from Pierre Bonnard to Barbara Kruger and writers from Guillaume
Apollinarie to Susan Sontag. An importnt reference for collectors and connoisseurs. Includes
notable works by Marc Chagall, Henri Matisse, and Pablo Picasso.

Colour Mixing Guide
This is the ideal book for anyone with an interest in learning how to paint with watercolours.
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Professional illustrator and art teacher Paul Clark encourages you to enjoy using watercolour
paint and gain control of this versatile medium. Clear, straightforward tutorials and
comprehensive instructions will build your confidence and ability so that you can achieve
attractive and rewarding results, time after time.

Painting Florals with Gouache
This special 10th-anniversary collection combines two of the best-loved North Light watercolor
guides available: The Watercolorist's Essential Notebook and The Watercolorist's Essential
Notebook: Landscapes. Clarifying and simplifying the various aspects of painting with
watercolor, Gordon MacKenzie's The Complete Watercolorist's Essential Notebook will
encourage and challenge you with new possibilities. Rather than a list of rules, this is a
collection of principles, concepts and general information designed to expand your creative
process. Mackenzie shares with you tips, techniques, ideas and lessons for a sure path to
creative fulfillment and better watercolor paintings.

15-Minute Watercolor Masterpieces
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • When we deny our stories, they define us. When we
own our stories, we get to write the ending. Don’t miss the hourlong Netflix special Brené
Brown: The Call to Courage! Social scientist Brené Brown has ignited a global conversation on
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courage, vulnerability, shame, and worthiness. Her pioneering work uncovered a profound
truth: Vulnerability—the willingness to show up and be seen with no guarantee of outcome—is
the only path to more love, belonging, creativity, and joy. But living a brave life is not always
easy: We are, inevitably, going to stumble and fall. It is the rise from falling that Brown takes as
her subject in Rising Strong. As a grounded theory researcher, Brown has listened as a range
of people—from leaders in Fortune 500 companies and the military to artists, couples in longterm relationships, teachers, and parents—shared their stories of being brave, falling, and
getting back up. She asked herself, What do these people with strong and loving relationships,
leaders nurturing creativity, artists pushing innovation, and clergy walking with people through
faith and mystery have in common? The answer was clear: They recognize the power of
emotion and they’re not afraid to lean in to discomfort. Walking into our stories of hurt can feel
dangerous. But the process of regaining our footing in the midst of struggle is where our
courage is tested and our values are forged. Our stories of struggle can be big ones, like the
loss of a job or the end of a relationship, or smaller ones, like a conflict with a friend or
colleague. Regardless of magnitude or circumstance, the rising strong process is the same:
We reckon with our emotions and get curious about what we’re feeling; we rumble with our
stories until we get to a place of truth; and we live this process, every day, until it becomes a
practice and creates nothing short of a revolution in our lives. Rising strong after a fall is how
we cultivate wholeheartedness. It’s the process, Brown writes, that teaches us the most about
who we are. ONE OF GREATER GOOD’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR “[Brené
Brown’s] research and work have given us a new vocabulary, a way to talk with each other
about the ideas and feelings and fears we’ve all had but haven’t quite known how to
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articulate. . . . Brené empowers us each to be a little more courageous.”—The Huffington Post

The Color of Water
No experience needed! With Watercolor Success in Four Steps, you'll learn to paint 150
objects, from fruits and flowers to animals, household items, and more! Understand the basics
of watercolor with tried-and-true techniques and create beautiful watercolor paintings in just
four simple steps!

The Watercolor Flower Artist's Bible
A clear, comprehensive guide to colour mixing for the watercolour artist. It begins with simple
colour theory and a colour wheel, with a template provided so that readers can paint their own;
a vital step towards understanding colour. There is vividly illustrated guidance on
complementary, warm and cool colours, colour tone, using a limited palette, dull and bright
colours and factoring in local colour. There follows an array of essential colour mixes using
widely available Winsor & Newton colours. A beautifully presented and practical guide to
understanding and mixing colours. Watercolour artists from beginners to more experienced
painters will find this a handy, comprehensive guide.

Painting Watercolor Botanicals
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Watercolor will entertain you for a lifetime. Those who have spent decades with it can testify
how they are continually charmed and amazed by new discoveries every time they put paint to
paper. This book was developed to clarify and simplify various aspects of painting with
watercolor, while at the same time challenging you with new possibilities. However, unlike a
book of rules that tend to close our minds, this is a collection of principles, concepts and
general information designed to expand the creative process. This is your invitation to join the
magic world of watercolor. --Gordon MacKenzie

Watercolor Success in Four Steps
In the 1920s and 30s, French artist Robert Lambry (1902–1934) created a series of charming
step-by-step lessons for drawing animals for a weekly children’s paper. They were later
compiled into a book Les Animaux Tels Qu'ils Sont (Animals as They Are) and now, almost
100 years later, these beautiful lineworks will guide you to drawing perfection. Lambry breaks
down the process of drawing realistic animals into a series of simple shapes and lines,
enabling you to recreate even the most complex creatures in just a few steps. Use the no-slip,
wood-free pages to copy 100 wonderful animals—including: Big creatures, like an elephant,
rhino, giraffe, and hippo Small creatures, like a snail, frog, butterfly, beetle, spider, and fly All
kinds of birds, like a swallow, peacock, turkey, heron, and swan Domestic animals, like a cat,
dog, chicken, and cow A range of wild cats, like a tiger, lynx, lion, and panther Ocean
creatures, like a whale, lobster, and seal And more! Indulge the temptation to pick up your
pencil, follow these elegant examples, and learn to draw any animal the Lambry way.
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Jean Haines' World of Watercolour
Learn to paint gorgeous contemporary art by practicing watercolor technique directly in this
instructional sketchbook. Through 100 different experiments, artist Sasha Proodteaches you
traditional techniques like wet-on-dry, wet-on-wet, and flat washes, and also encourages you to
play with the paint through colorful ombrs, unique bloom textures, and added elements like
salt and sponging. Each experiment is accompanied by Sasha'sbeautifully painted examples
and space to practice your skills on the thick pages of the sketchbook. Sashamakes
watercolors accessible by setting you up to paint a series of practice swatches before
attempting to make final art and she emphasizes experimentation with color and technique so
that you can learn to enjoy and embrace all the unique qualities of watercolor.

The Creation of Narrative in Tabletop Role-Playing Games
Watercolor Is for Everyone guides you through 21 intuitive, process-based painting lessons
that help you discover your own unique artist-within while creating works of beauty you will
joyfully send out into the world to share. In this beautiful book, artist Kateri Ewing, author of
Look Closer, Draw Better, guides you through a series of simple creative projects using a
soulful, meditative, and reflective process. Whether you are picking up a paint brush for the
first time or are an experienced artist, you will discover and deepen your creative potential
through these exercises, because everyone can make art. Each project results in two art
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pieces, one to keep for yourself, and then another one, such as a postcard or mini painting, to
share with someone else or send out into the world, to spread their color, creativity, and joy in
new places. With Watercolor Is for Everyone, you can learn how to build a daily practice and
how to set intentions and create, even if you just have just 10 minutes a day. The projects draw
inspiration from poetry, music, literature, and the natural world, and invite experimentation with
a variety of sources, from tarot and oracle cards to rocks and feathers. You will pursue your
personal passions through accessible projects as you build your artistic skills, confidence, and
creativity.

Colorways: Watercolor Animals
Develop your watercolor skills one painting at a time! Are you a watercolor painter newbie?
Have you dabbled in watercolors but wish your paintings looked more polished? Well, it's time
to remedy that! Learn to Paint in Watercolor is the patient watercolor instructor you've been
waiting for. This unique how-to book offers all you need to know about watercolor painting perfect for first-time painters or anyone interested in refining their skills. Treat the book as an indepth class on this medium. With each lesson, you'll be privy to a new watercolor technique or
subject. Readers will move through the book subject by subject, course by course, painting all
along the way. By the time you reach the end, you'll have fifty paintings showcasing your
steady progress. You'll start by painting objects that are important to you and then move on to
exploring your immediate environment. By the end of the book, your paintings will start to tell
your own story, giving you the confidence to continue painting and discovering watercolors'
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myriad possibilities. Techniques are introduced throughout the book's projects, from using a
simple color wash to learning about ink techniques or letting go with loose, free watercolors. At
the same time, concepts such as properties of light (vital for watercolorists) give a solid
foundation on which to work. Through fine and vibrant strokes, you'll make expressive
watercolors that you can be proud of, all thanks to your instructor, Learn to Paint in Watercolor.

The Draw Any Animal Book
Provides pull-out tracings for nine floral paintings, along with instructions for how to bring them
to life with watercolour paint. This book offers guidance on how to transfer the tracings to
watercolour paper, along with a section on what materials to use.

Sourdough Every Day
Sourdough lovers will have a blast trying out these inventive recipes, which show readers how
they can use their active starter to make a wide range of baked goods, from traditional loaf
recipes to pastas, rolls and sweet breads, pretzels, crackers, and even desserts such cakes
and cookies. Self-taught baker Hannah shares rustic loaf recipes perfected in her home
kitchen, including classic All-Purpose Sourdough and zesty, flavorful Roasted Garlic Rosemary
Oil Sourdough. Then, instead of throwing the leftover sourdough discard away, she shows
readers craft the leftover sourdough discard into extra treats like Flaky Sourdough Biscuits,
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Sourdough Apple Cinnamon Rolls, and Sourdough Brownies. There’s something for
everyone—and every day!—with these delicious, waste-free sourdough recipes.

Watercolours
An ideal beginner's guide to painting animals and birds in watercolour for artists who are short
on time. This comprehensive beginner's guide to painting animals and birds in watercolor is
ideal if you want to learn to paint but are short on time. Each of the 26 quick-and-easy
exercises is worked at postcard size - ideal for a 6 x 4 in watercolor pad - and takes no more
than 30 minutes to complete. Among the bird and animal species Matthew Palmer includes in
this title are: parrot, cat, dog and puppy, sheep and lamb, zebra, stag, cow, swan, flamingo,
elephant, penguin, robin, giraffe, snow leopard, ram, rabbit, meerkat, monkey, cockerel and
tiger. The book includes 3 larger paintings that demonstrate how to combine the elements you
have learned into a painting of an elegant cockerel, a tiger's head and a team of dogs. By
creating these miniature works of art you will learn how to depict domestic and wild animals
and birds close-up, or in the wild; how to portray realistic-looking fur and feathers, and how to
capture a pet's personality in watercolor. Outline drawings of all the exercises and paintings in
the book are provided on tracing paper for you to transfer straight onto your watercolour paper.
"This is a genuinely exciting evolution of a popular series. You'll be guided through some
simple exercises and on to complete paintings, gaining valuable insights that will develop and
improve your skills." - Artbookreview.net By creating these miniature works of art you will learn
how to depict domestic and wild animals and birds close-up, or in the wild; how to portray
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realistic-looking fur and feathers, and how to capture a pet's personality in watercolor. "This is
a genuinely exciting evolution of a popular series. You'll be guided through some simple
exercises and on to complete paintings, gaining valuable insights that will develop and improve
your skills." - Artbookreview.net

How to Talk about Jesus (Without Being That Guy)
Learn to paint cute animals and wildlife in this free-and-easy approach to watercolor. Artist
Natalia Skatula has a beautiful, whimsical style that will charm you through 12 simple step-bystep projects and over 100 worked examples. Beginning with an overview on materials and
equipment, Natalia then covers the general techniques needed to achieve the paintings, along
with her top-10 personal tips for success. Projects include a majestic whale, an adorable sloth,
elephants, pandas, dogs, llamas, bears, foxes, rabbits and more, with a range of presentation
ideas to inspire you to put your finished work on display or gift it. The gallery of examples that
follows includes plants, cats, beetles, birds, sealife, jungle creatures and fruits, giving you a
treasure-trove of references for your painting.

Watercolor Is for Everyone
Start painting today - it's easier than you think! If you've ever dreamed of painting in watercolor,
this is the book for you. It's designed to help you start experiencing the joy of watercolor
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immediately - even if you've never picked up a brush. Mark and Mary Willenbrink provide all
the guidance and encouragement you need. Their painting techniques, tips and tricks help
make every step you take a success, from selecting colors to designing a composition. It's like
having two private art instructors right there at your side. In no time at all you'll be hanging
original works of art - pieces you'll be proud to show to family and friends. The Willenbrinks'
easy-to-follow instruction ensures it. Don't put off your artistic life another day!

The Complete Watercolorist's Essential Notebook
Despite the rise of computer gaming, millions of adults still play face to face role playing
games, which rely in part on social interaction to create stories. This work explores tabletop
role playing game (TRPG) as a genre separate from computer role playing games. The
relationship of TRPGs to other games is examined, as well as the interaction among the
tabletop module, computer game, and novel versions of Dungeons & Dragons. Given particular
attention are the narrative and linguistic structures of the gaming session, and the ways that
players and gamemasters work together to construct narratives. The text also explores wider
cultural influences that surround tabletop gamers.

Rising Strong
Learn to create your own beautiful watercolor botanical art with more than 30 projects, as well
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as information on materials and basic techniques. The graceful, contemporary style of these
flowers and foliage is attractive and accessible to all no matter your skill level.

Everyday Watercolor Flowers
This text is a comprehensive course in watercolour landscape painting by Matthew Palmer. It
begins with excellent advice for the beginner, including easy drawing for painting, composition,
easy perspective, light and shade, colour and more

Bauhaus, 1919-1928
"Describes the mako shark, including physical features, habitat, hunting, and role in the
ecosystem"--Provided by publisher.

Mako Shark
Learn how to analyze the structure of flowers and break them down into simple shapes; create
delightful compositions; mix beautiful flower colors, from delicate pastels to rich and vibrant
hues. Over 60,000 copies sold worldwide.

The Big Book of Indian Breads
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Vidhi Khandelwal takes readers step-by-step through the process she uses to create her
beautiful signature floral illustrations. Brighter and more vibrant than watercolors, gouache is
easy to work with, especially for beginners, and provides a quick, dramatic result. Vidhi
teaches readers to make the most of these richly pigmented paints, showing them how to
create highlights, shadows and all the details in between. Vidhi helps readers step away from
the screen and incorporate nature and creativity into busy everyday life. She covers popular
blooms such as peonies, daisies, lavender and foxgloves, as well as trendy succulents and
colorful tropical botanicals. Each project features a sketch on high-quality art paper, making it
easy for readers to dive right in and practice their painting skills. Vidhi also includes a primer
on the hugely popular art of floral lettering, so readers can use their skills to incorporate flower
imagery into letters and words for cards, décor and more.

Watercolour for the Absolute Beginner
PDF - This could be the most useful watercolour reference book you will ever find. This book
has been designed for use by anyone with an interest in watercolour, whether beginner or very
experienced artist. It contains hand-painted mixing charts created using a palette of only fifteen
carefully chosen colours. Every possible 2-colour mix is shown, along with the most useful
3-colour mixes. The charts have been professionally photographed and colour-matched to be
as true to life as possible. Each page is rich with notes about the various colour mixes and their
suggested uses in paintings. This is a private PDF listing. Please do not share.
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Watercolor Workshop
Create Stunning Watercolor Projects in Just a Few Simple Steps Mako, the artist behind the
beloved blog and YouTube channel makoccino, brings you the most comprehensive
beginner’s guide to watercolor. If you’ve ever struggled with self-confidence concerning your
art, or been overwhelmed by which brushes you need or how to blend paint, look no further
than the gorgeous projects offered in No-Fail Watercolor. Through over 25 activities that are as
lovely as they are accessible, Mako sheds light on the secrets to making dazzling watercolor
paintings and guides you step by step through practicing and polishing your budding skills.
Learn to differentiate between monochromatic, complementary and analogous colors in the
Color Harmony chapter; build your understanding of different mediums and textures with
techniques like Painting with a Sponge or Softening and Blending; and take a tour through
exquisite landscapes with projects like Cloudy Sunset Sky, Enchanted Forest or Ocean Cave.
Prepare to be challenged in the most fun way and to embrace simple but effective methods
that will soon have you mastering watercolor. Above all, No-Fail Watercolor will remind you to
let go of rigidity, to revel in the moment and to discover yourself along the way—because
therein lies the true meaning of art.

Watercolor Wild and Free
Anna’s philosophy as a watercolor teacher is that painting and sketching are for everyone.
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Even if you have a busy schedule, there is still time to relax the mind and build creativity with
15-minute projects. From landscapes and galaxies to flowers, cakes and animals—15-Minute
Watercolor Masterpieces offers a wide variety. Projects include: a foggy forest, a mountain
landscape, sunflowers, and colorful birds. Anna covers basic watercolor techniques, along with
tips on how to create just the right shade when mixing. Each project begins with instructions for
a simple sketch, along with step-by-step guidelines for painting. With Anna’s experience
teaching beginners, she makes each step easy to follow so that your final piece of art will be
frame-worthy. Anna is the founder of DearAnnArt. She has a strong social media presence on
Instagram, where she started a 15-minute watercolor hashtag to inspire beginners to try
painting.

A Century of Artists Books
Filled with lessons and daily exercises, this fun introduction to watercolor teaches beginners
how to create botanical-inspired paintings. It covers everything from selecting paper, paint, and
brushes to choosing a palette, blending colors, and adding dimension and detail. Learn to paint
cacti, houseplants, and individual flowers, and develop more complex compositions, including
frames, wreaths, and bouquets. Step-by-step tutorials, along with Eunice Sun's expressive
artwork, provide guidance and inspiration.

Why Liberalism Failed
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Most Christians know they should be trying to tell their friends and family about Jesus. But in a
post-Christendom world, personal evangelism is viewed negatively--it's offensive,
inappropriate, and insensitive. Recent studies confirm that the majority of Christians rarely
evangelize, worried they might offend their family or lose their friends. In How to Talk About
Jesus (Without Being That Guy), author Sam Chan equips everyday Christians who are
reluctant and nervous to tell their friends about Jesus with practical, tested ways of sharing
their faith in the least awkward ways possible. Drawing from over two decades of experience
as an evangelist, teacher, and pastor, Chan explains why personal evangelism feels so
awkward today. And utilizing recent insights from communication theory, cross-cultural
ministry, and apologetics, he helps you build confidence in sharing your faith, and teaches you
how to evangelize your friends and family in socially appropriate ways.

The Ultimate Mixing Palette: a World of Colours
50 Herbs and Spices That Will Transform the Way You Cook The key to becoming a skilled
home cook isn't about tracking down the perfect recipes or mastering the techniques of
professional chefs. It lies in understanding the vast world of flavor, one that can be difficult to
navigate. Essential Spices and Herbs introduces you to the 50 must-know herbs and spices
that will take your cooking to the next level. Detailed profiles of these game-changing flavors
for the modern kitchen include pairing suggestions, complimentary foods, and noted health
benefits, plus recipes to put them to use. Acquaint yourself with the aromas and flavors of
these fundamental herbs and spices, with: * An overview of the healing powers of key herbs
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and spices* Over 100 delicious, easy-to-prepare recipes * 10 essential spice mixes to quickly
add flavor to any dish* A guide to spice and herb combinations by cuisine to celebrate global
flavors * Informative tips for buying and storing spices and herbsPart reference, part cookbook,
Essential Spices and Herbs will guide you along your journey through the magical world of
flavor.Recipes include: Cold Bulgarian Cucumber Soup, Roasted Garlic and Brie, Rosemary
Grits, Brown Butter-Sage Sauce with Tagliatelle and Pumpkin, Thyme-Stuffed Baked
Tomatoes

The Joy of Watercolor
Master the breads that sustain a nation of 1.3 billion people!This Book Includes: All the basic
information you will need to get started with Indian Cooking Basic Techniques of the Indian
Kitchen with detailed directions 70 Recipes of Indian Masalas (Both powders and pastes) 60
Authentic Indian Bread Recipes: Griddle Breads, Deep Fried Breads, Tandoori Breads,
Crepes, and Pancakes Bonus: 40 Indian Paneer Cheese Snacks, Curries, and Main Courses
Bonus: 51 Indian Yogurt (Raita) Recipes Bonus: 40 Indian Salad Recipes Bonus: 50 Indian
Soup Recipes Bonus: 40+ Indian Chutney Recipes Bonus: 34 Kebab Recipes Bonus: 26
Indian Pakora Recipes Bonus: 10 Indian Samosa Recipes Bonus: 7 Spicy Indian Relish Mixes
Bonus: 8 Indian Mathiya Recipes Bonus: 10 Indian Potato Snack Recipes Bonus: 7 Indian
Croquettes And Dumplings (Vadae) Bonus: 3 Steamed Rice Cake (Idli) Recipes Bonus: 6
Bean And Rice Cakes (Dhokla) Recipes Bonus: 5 Other Indian Street Foods Bonus: 20+
Indian Pickle Recipes
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The Watercolorist's Essential Notebook
Color Harmony for Artists
Enjoy the meditative art of watercolor with simple supplies, forty colorful illustrated lessons,
and easy step-by-step instructions! For a soothing boost of creativity and whimsy, try your
hand at watercolor. With a few simple steps, anyone can discover their artistic side and
achieve moments of peace and tranquility. Forty straightforward lessons promise fun and
colorful results -- no pressure and no skill required. This simple painting medium produces
colorful, modern paintings to adorn invitations, gifts, and walls. The forty lessons cover useful
topics like: Painting on vacation Painting your pets Layering colors Mixing colors Painting
flowers and plants The supplies are simple: a basic palette of watercolors, a selection of
brushes, and nice thick paper will do the job. Your bright, whimsical art is guaranteed to bring
color to any gray day. It's never too late to pick up a new hobby -- start painting your own
beautiful cards and artwork today!

Wilderness Watercolor Landscapes
A contemporary paint-every-day watercolor guide that explores foundational strokes and
patterns and then builds new skills upon the foundations over the course of 30 days to create
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finished pieces. This beautifully illustrated and inspiring guided watercolor-a-day book is
perfect for beginning watercolor artists, artists who want to improve their watercolor skills, and
visual creatives. From strokes to shapes, this book covers the basics and helps painters gain
confidence in themselves along with inspiration to develop their own style over the course of
30 days. Featuring colorful contemporary art from Mon Voir design agency founder and
Instagram trendsetter Jenna Rainey, this book's fresh perspective paints watercolor in a whole
new light.

Watercolor Botanicals
As a boy in Brooklyn's Red Hook projects, James McBride knew his mother was different. But
when he asked about it, she'd simply say 'I'm light-skinned.' Later he wondered if he was
different too, and asked his mother if he was black or white. 'You're a human being,' she
snapped. 'Educate yourself or you'll be a nobody!' And when James asked what colour God
was, she said 'God is the colour of water.' As an adult, McBride finally persuaded his mother to
tell her story - the story of a rabbi's daughter, born in Poland and raised in the South, who fled
to Harlem, married a black man, founded a Baptist church, and put twelve children through
college.

Essential Spices and Herbs
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"One of the most important political books of 2018."—Rod Dreher, American Conservative Of
the three dominant ideologies of the twentieth century—fascism, communism, and
liberalism—only the last remains. This has created a peculiar situation in which liberalism’s
proponents tend to forget that it is an ideology and not the natural end-state of human political
evolution. As Patrick Deneen argues in this provocative book, liberalism is built on a foundation
of contradictions: it trumpets equal rights while fostering incomparable material inequality; its
legitimacy rests on consent, yet it discourages civic commitments in favor of privatism; and in
its pursuit of individual autonomy, it has given rise to the most far-reaching, comprehensive
state system in human history. Here, Deneen offers an astringent warning that the centripetal
forces now at work on our political culture are not superficial flaws but inherent features of a
system whose success is generating its own failure.

Everyday Watercolor
Explore and create expressive palettes and paintings with Color Harmony for Artists.
Watercolor author, artist, and teacher Ana Victoria Calderon guides you through choosing,
mixing, and using color with watercolor and mixed media to create the most expressive and
appealing combinations and effects for a wide range of moods and subjects. You'll explore a
variety of subjects and themes, including flowers, foliage, landscapes, skies, cities, figures, art
movements, and historical eras. Begin with a quick overview of the basics of color, color
mixing, and mixed media. Explore a variety of color and media combinations, including brilliant
brights, muted neutrals, high-contrast complements, and special effects. Find inspiration in
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evocative photos, abundant palettes, and beautiful paintings. With Color Harmony for Artists,
every artist, from beginner to advanced, will be inspired to embrace the creative possibilities of
color and paint!

Watercolor for the Absolute Beginner
Author of Everyday Watercolor and Instagram darling Jenna Rainey presents a beautiful stepby-step guide to painting botanicals from lilies to daffodils in a wide variety of styles. Artist
Jenna Rainey shares easy-to-follow ways to paint a wide range of botanicals, all in her fresh,
modern style that appeals to the next generation of watercolor artists and creatives, from
beginners to hobbyists. With gorgeously illustrated instructions for both loose and realistic
watercolor depictions of more than 25 flowers, leaves, and plants, organized by form and
shape, Everyday Watercolor Flowers is every nature-lover's answer to capturing that beauty on
paper.

Watercolour Flowers
Teaches watercolor painting techniques and features exercises and step-by-step projects that
put learned skills to the test.

Learn to Paint in Watercolor with 50 Paintings
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Immerse yourself in the world of roses, learning to produce your own watercolour painting that
radiate light and purity. Published in association with the internationally-renowned Kew
Gardens and written by noted watercolour artist Trevor Waugh. The rose has a special place in
both art and culture across the world. Published in Association with Kew Gardens, this
stunning book teaches you how to paint a selection of roses in watercolour; and showcases
both historical images from the Kew archives and the author's own extensive collection of
inspiring rose paintings. Guided by watercolour artist and rose enthusiast Trevor Waugh, this
book begins with approachable exercises that explain the essential watercolour techniques.
Particular emphasis is placed on mixing colours cleanly, in order to reproduce the purity,
variety and beauty of this much-loved family of flowers in sumptuous watercolour. This
information leads into how to gather reference and compose your own paintings; which is then
demonstrations through inspiring step-by-step projects.

Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes: Animals in Watercolour
Discover how to create vibrant, colorful watercolor paintings of a range of animals! With
Colorways: Watercolor Animals, learn to paint all your favorite animals, from an elephant and a
whale to a dog, cat, fish, and more. Each step-by-step demonstration shows not only how to
capture the animal’s likeness, but also how to use color to create magical, otherworldly, and
whimsical paintings. In these tutorials, you will also learn how to use watercolor paint to
suggest texture and fur on your animal subjects. Along the way, you will find technique
instruction and tips for using different types of strokes, working with various brush shapes and
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sizes and using washes and underpaintings. The Colorways series teaches artists of all skill
levels how to employ color across a variety of media in unique and imaginary ways to create
innovative and inspired artwork. Focusing less on realistic artistic representations and more on
creating expressive art, this series invites you to break the standard rules of color and let your
imagination and artwork soar to new heights in order to create unconventional, whimsical, and
fanciful works of art. Learn the customary rules of color, and then bypass them, with the help of
Colorways: Watercolor Animals, a book that encourages you to use color for interpretive
means and personal expression while painting your favorite animals.
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